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Friends Engineering CompanyFriends Engineering Company, established in 1965, is the leading, established in 1965, is the leading
manufacturer, exporter, and supplier of machines related to packaging,manufacturer, exporter, and supplier of machines related to packaging,
box making, printing, etc. We provide Die cutting machine, Platenbox making, printing, etc. We provide Die cutting machine, Platen
punching machine, Die punching machine, Paper cutting machine,punching machine, Die punching machine, Paper cutting machine,
Sheet lamination machine, Corrugation machine, Paper corrugationSheet lamination machine, Corrugation machine, Paper corrugation
machine, Box making machine, & more.machine, Box making machine, & more.

Our Products:Our Products:

Die cutting machineDie cutting machine
 Platen punching machine Platen punching machine
 Heavy duty die cutting machine Heavy duty die cutting machine
 Heavy duty die punching machine Heavy duty die punching machine
 Die punching machine Die punching machine
 Die cutting and creasing machine Die cutting and creasing machine
 Sweet box making machine Sweet box making machine
 Hot foil stamping machine Hot foil stamping machine
Paper cutting machinePaper cutting machine

Fully automatic paper cutting machineFully automatic paper cutting machine
 Semi automatic paper cutting machine Semi automatic paper cutting machine
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 Hydraulic paper cutting machine Hydraulic paper cutting machine
 Programmable paper cutting machine Programmable paper cutting machine
 Guillotine paper cutting machine Guillotine paper cutting machine
 Sheet lamination machine Sheet lamination machine
 Thermal lamination machine Thermal lamination machine
Hot and cold lamination machineHot and cold lamination machine

Corrugation machineCorrugation machine
 Paper corrugation machine Paper corrugation machine
 Oblique type paper corrugation machine Oblique type paper corrugation machine
 Vertical type paper corrugation machine Vertical type paper corrugation machine
 Finger less corrugation machine Finger less corrugation machine
 Box making machine Box making machine
 Carton box making machine Carton box making machine
 Double Profile Corrugation Machine Double Profile Corrugation Machine

For more details, do not hesitate to call us at +91 9646555550 or visitFor more details, do not hesitate to call us at +91 9646555550 or visit
www.friendsenggco.comwww.friendsenggco.com

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/friends-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/friends-
engineering-company-15430engineering-company-15430
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